
The Web as a 
Living Laboratory
What We've Learned from 2,500 
Digital Fundraising Experiments



Let’s start with a little quiz!



VERSION A VERSION B 



VERSION A VERSION B

Experiment # 4174



VERSION A – 550 Words VERSION B – 2,200 Words

Experiment # 7821



VERSION A – Text Appeal VERSION B – Video Appeal

Experiment # 5827



VERSION A – Lots of Text VERSION B – Minimal Text

Experiment # 5827



35%
In Donations

VERSION A VERSION B 



VERSION A VERSION B

112.5%
In Donations

Experiment # 4174



VERSION A – 550 Words VERSION B – 2,200 Words

Experiment # 7821

106.3%
In Donations



VERSION A – Text Appeal VERSION B – Video Appeal

Experiment # 5827

560.2%
In Donations



VERSION A – Lots of Text VERSION B – Minimal Text

Experiment # 5827

150.2%
In Donations



How did you do?



How did you make your decision?



How did you make your decision?
Intuition?



How did you make your decision?
Intuition?
Best Practices?



How did you make your decision?
Intuition?
Best Practices?
Guess?



All fundraisers are flawed.





The Fundraiser’s 3 Fatal Flaws:
1. We fail to see what our donors see.

2. We fail to hear what our donors are 
saying.

3. We fail to speak in our donor’s 
language.



We fail to see what our 
donors see.



Fundraiser DonorValue 
Proposition



Fundraiser Sees:
• Professional
• Polished
• Nicely designed

Donor Sees:
• Marketing



Fundraiser Sees:
• Unprofessional
• Boring
• Plain

Donor Sees:
• An email from a friend



Organizational-Centric Donor-Centric

272%
In Donations

Experiment # 6988



Not This But This

116%
In Donations

Experiment # 4647



300%
DONATIONS 

Not This But This



People give to people, 
not email machines.

@digitaldonor



Fundraiser Sees:
• Clean design
• Minimal copy
• Donation form is above the fold

Donor Sees:
• All cost and no value



Fundraiser Sees:
• Too much copy
• Too much scrolling
• Form below the fold

Donor Sees:
• A compelling reason to give



Organizational-Centric Donor-Centric

187%
In Donations

Experiment # 1780



Not This But This

147%
In Donations

Experiment # 2347





“People don’t read donation pages–
they read what interests them, and 
sometimes that’s a donation page.”

@digitaldonor



DONATION & LANDING PAGE 
OPTIMIZATION CASE STUDY.



What Would You Do To This Page?





Main Message

• Little to no copy at all.
• Not even transition‐to‐

action copy
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Template Design

• Header links
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The End Result
ORIGINAL TREATMENT135%

In Donations

87%
In Average Gift

340%
In Revenue

+

=



We fail to hear what our 
donors are saying.









YES NO
10,000 Emails Sent

9,500 Emails Delivered
95% Delivery Rate 5% Undeliverable

2,500 Emails Opened
26% Open Rate 74% Non‐Open Rate

300 People Clicked12% Clickthrough Rate 88% Non‐Click Rate

360 People Visited120% Email‐to‐Visit Rate  0% Dropoff Rate

25 People 
Donated

7% Conversion Rate 93% Non‐Conversion Rate



For every person that says “YES”
there is always more people 

saying “NO.”

@digitaldonor
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YES

9,500 Emails Delivered

2,500 Emails Opened
26% Open Rate 74% Non‐Open Rate

NO



YES

9,500 Emails Delivered

2,500 Emails Opened
26% Open Rate 74% Non‐Open Rate

NO

What can I test to get more people to open?



Sender (or “From” Line)
Subject Line
Preview Text

The Message Envelope





Experiment #4116 – Subject + Teaser

From This To This

45%
In Opens



Version A Version B

99%
In Opens

Experiment #2248 – Sender + Subject + Teaser

Jim DeMint
Make this bold statement
<IMG SRC="cid:my_logo" alt="Logo">

Christie Fogarty
Checking In
Hey there, I wanted to check in to see if you’ll be able to con
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YES NO

2,500 Emails Opened

300 People Clicked12% Clickthrough Rate 88% Non‐Click Rate

What can I test to get more people to click?



20%
In Clicks

Experiment: Personalized Invitation
From This To This



84%
In Gifts/Visit

Experiment: Homepage Donation Links
From This

To This



What happens if ignore 
your donors?
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When we learn to listen to our 
donors, they will tell us everything 
we need to know to increase our 

results.

@digitaldonor



We fail to speak our donor’s 
language.





Three keys to becoming the 
translator for your organization



1. Empathy



“Mystery Donor” Research Studies



The Value Proposition Index Study
• Study of 127 nonprofit organizations across 8 different verticals
• Assessed the value proposition as communicated via four channels:

• Telephone
• Email
• Web site
• Social Media

• Value propositions scored in four areas:
• Appeal
• Exclusivity
• Credibility
• Clarity 

• Data collected from 11/4/15 through 2/6/16
Download Full Study:

nextafter.com/vp



The Value Proposition Question:

“If I am your ideal donor, why should I 
give to you, rather than some other 
organization, or not at all?”



Regardless of Vertical, Value Proposition Seems to be a Challenge
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Email Response Time is an Issue

Of the organizations that had a “Contact Us” form, more than 
one third did NOT respond to our submission…ever!

35%

65%

No Response Responded



Social Media is not much better….

When we contacted organizations through direct message 
on Facebook, 33% never got back to us.

33%

67%

No Response Responded



Email Example #1
Dear Friend,

Thank you for contacting us here at [ORGANIZATION].

We do not ask for donations, so this decision is entirely up to you.  If you would like to make a 
donation, you may do so online, or by calling our customer service department at 800.XXX.XXXX.  Our 
normal customer service hours are Monday through Friday, 7:30 a.m.—3:50 p.m. (Pacific time).  We 
would be happy to assist you in any way we can.

Thank you again for writing.  If you have any further questions, please let us know.

Have a blessed day.

Sincerely,



Social Media Example #1
Hi, Mary. 

Thank you for your message. You can learn more about our mission at 
www.[organizationwebsite].org.













So…which one??



2. Emotion



Donors are not all logic 
and reason.

@digitaldonor





Antonio Damasio, Neuroscientist
University of Southern California



We spend so much time trying to 
communicate to the

CONSCIOUS MIND
that we forget to consider the 

messages we are
unintentionally sending to the 

SUBCONSCIOUS MIND.





“The limbic brain is responsible for all of our 
feelings, such as trust and loyalty. It is also 
responsible for all human behavior and all our 
decision-making, but it has no capacity for 
language.”

-Simon Sinek
Start With Why



“Research has shown that emotion and 
cognition jointly contribute to the control 
of mental activities and behavior…thus, 
when it comes to making decisions, we 
should be considering the interaction of our 
cognition and our emotions”

Learn or Die by Edward D. Hess



3. Clarity



“Clarity trumps 
persuasion.”
-Flint McGlaughlin







From This To This



How a more empathetic messaging 
approach in an email solicitation 
affects donation conversion.

Experiment #616



Experiment: Background

Background: Think‐tank soliciting year‐end donations to meet annual fundraising goal.

Goal: To increase donations.

Research Question:Which email will generate the most revenue?

Test Design: A/B split test 

Experiment ID: #616
Record Location: NextAfter Digital Research Library
Research Partner: The Heritage Foundation



Experiment: Version A
• This email was sent by Jim DeMint, 
the president and most well‐known 
leader of the Heritage Foundation, 
asking recipients for their support 
with a year‐end gift

• Version A leverages continuity, as all 
support requests throughout the year 
have come from DeMint

• The tone of the email is formal and 
professional



Experiment: Version B
• The email was sent by Christie 
Fogarty, the foundation’s lesser 
known Director of Membership, 
requesting donations

• Version B breaks continuity, as all 
support requests throughout the 
year have come from the president 
of the nonprofit

• The email uses a much friendlier, 
informal, empathetic tone



Version A

Experiment: Side‐by‐side comparison 
Version B

? Audience Question:
Which email will result in more donations?

46.3% increase in 

donation conversion



Design Revenue per 
Visitor

Relative
Difference

Statistical
Significance

Version A – Jim Demint $0.03 ‐ ‐

Version B – New Signer $0.14 380.7%

% Relative Change: 380.7%

99%

Experiment: Results

Increase in revenue381%
The optimized treatment’s revenue increased by 380.7%.



Version B

Version A

Experiment

?
Why didn’t the more formal letter sent by the 
well‐known organization president produce 
better results?



Version B

Version A

Experiment

?
Why didn’t the more formal letter sent by the 
well‐known organization president produce 
better results?

The email illustrates three key 
principles of Empathetic Messaging



This case study illustrates three ways you can 
use empathy in your email appeals:
1. Believability 
2. Readability
3. Clarity

What you can take away from this case study:



I. Ensure that your message is believable.



Version A

I. Believability

• The use of a well‐known, high‐
ranking sender with a long‐form 
(and signed!) letter implies a mass, 
impersonal email send.



I. Believability

• The winning email hypothesized 
(and confirmed) that a more 
plausible sender with a shorter, 
briefer message would imply a 
more believable, personal email 
send.

Version B



II. Ensure that your message is 
readable.



II. Readability

• The losing email uses a tone that 
reads very much like a formal 
lecture.

• This might make sense in other 
marketing materials, but seems out 
of place in a “personal” email.

Version A



II. Readablity

• The winning email takes a tone that 
matches more closely to the 
expectation of the medium. 

• It was designed to read like a 
conversation and is true to the style 
of the actual sender.

Version B



III. Ensure that your message is clear.



Version A

III. Clarity

• The losing email asks donors to 
blindly give without establishing 
how donations will be used.

• The calls‐to‐action either omit the 
desired action or make it easily 
missed by placing it in the middle of 
a long sentence.



III. Clarity

Version B

• The winning email walks through 
why donations are needed and how 
they will be used.

• The call‐to‐action is very clear and 
direct.



Design Revenue per 
Visitor

Relative
Difference

Statistical
Significance

Version A – Jim Demint $0.03 ‐ ‐

Version B – New Signer $0.14 380.7%

% Relative Change: 380.7%

99%

Experiment: Results

Increase in revenue381%
The optimized treatment’s revenue increased by 380.7%.



A closing thought
These principles are universal

They apply to :
•Small organizations
• Large organizations

•Digital marketing
•Direct mail
•Major gift 
communications
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